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Partnerships and Innovations

The themes of this year’s combined American Society for Surgery of the Hand (ASSH)/
merican Society of Hand Therapists (ASHT) meeting, Partnerships and Innovations, reflect

he commitment of the ASSH and ASHT to work together for the advancement of hand care as
ell as our shared enthusiasm for innovations that improve the effectiveness of our caring for
atients.
American hand surgery grew out of an innovative partnership between plastic, orthopedic,

nd general surgeons working in US Army hospitals during and immediately after World War II.
he ASSH began as a partnership among our founding members. We have a sacred trust with

he founders of our society and past generations of hand surgeons. They have left us a
onderful organization with fine traditions. We have an equally important responsibility to

uture generations to ensure that hand surgery remains a dynamic field that attracts the best and
he brightest.

Once upon a time medicine was thought of as the ideal profession for one who wanted to
ontrol all elements of his or her professional life. Physicians were regarded as rugged
ndividualists who cherished their independence. The black bag that my grandfather, a general
ractitioner, carried included most of his instruments. At a medical school interview it was
outine to proclaim that one wanted to go into medicine to be his own boss.

As those of us who practice in the 21st century understand, we are highly dependent upon
thers. I want to explore with you the many partners that influence our ability to help our
atients.
In the course of my professional life as an orthopedist and hand surgeon I have had the

rivilege of working with wonderful partners. I trained in orthopedics at Yale and in hand
urgery at Hartford Hospital. Within months of joining the Yale faculty, I was thrilled when my
entor, Wayne Southwick, invited me to accompany him to a meeting of the American
rthopaedic Association. I was one-on-one with “the chief,” a man I greatly admired. Wayne

s a very special person—a skilled surgeon who is charming, caring, and collegial. I was
tunned when Wayne introduced me to one of his friends as his partner. I couldn’t imagine that
e would consider me, a recent trainee, to be his peer. That he treated me with such respect was,
or me, the highest of compliments. My first lesson: partners care about one another and nurture
he relationship so that it grows. Wayne’s few words had an enormous impact on me.

My hand surgery partners have helped me grow as a physician and as a person. In 1980, I
oined the Loyola Medical School orthopedic faculty and became a partner to Sidney Blair, an
xperienced hand surgeon. It was my very good fortune. Sid is as nice a human being as one
ill find anywhere on the planet. He gently taught me much. I was intent on seeing as many
atients as possible and was obsessed with always staying on time; I thought that staying on
ime was crucial to patient satisfaction. Although Sid would routinely run an hour behind I was
urprised to find that his patients loved him—why? It was because he was never too busy to
ocus on each individual and their problems. Once he sat down with a patient they had his
ndivided attention. He focused on the nearly insoluble problems of patients with chronic pain
nd gave them caring, hope, and guidance. Sid helped me to understand that caring for and
bout patients required more than a stop watch. Sid taught me that good partners treat each other
ith respect.
I joined Bill Stromberg in the Chicago Shriners Hospital Hand Clinic. Bill taught me the

alue of talking directly to kids rather than about them. When I walk into an examination room
follow Bill’s lead by sitting down so that I am at their level. I talk to the child directly and

ry to learn about their life before I ever begin an examination. Stromy taught me that not every
bnormality needs to be fixed with surgery. The power of encouragement, honesty, and
ptimism transmitted in conversation with the child and family should never be underestimated.

bout a dozen years ago I was providing consultations at an overseas clinic. I didn’t speak the
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anguage. The room was packed with eager young surgeons. An 18-year-old man was presented
ith severe bilateral hand deformity with only 1 mobile digit on each hand. The surgeons were

nxious to perform microvascular toe transfer. Did I agree? I heard Bill’s voice in the back of
y mind and asked the translator to find out what sort of work this young man wished to pursue.
e responded that he wanted to be an artist. Instinctively, I handed him my pen and clipboard

nd asked him to sketch one of the physicians. He grasped the pen in a peculiar fashion with
is single crooked finger and then proceeded to draw a breathtaking likeness of the physician.
learly, toe transfer was not going to improve his artistic capabilities. Bill taught me to consider

he whole patient.
In 1992, I had the further good fortune of having Mike Bednar join our department. Mike had

erformed research on the vascularity of the triangular fibrocartilage and was interested in wrist
rthroscopy. We quickly worked out a deal that capitalized on our strengths. He’d do the wrist
copes; I’d do the kids’ hands. Thirteen years later my shoes are still dry. Mike taught me that
t’s ok to ask for help when you have a partner that you respect. We don’t all have to perform
very surgery ourselves. He has also taught me that sometimes expertise from special training
rumps experience from doing it the old way for years. At the outset I thought that I would have
n opportunity to mentor a junior partner. Now I depend upon Mike to support me. Our faculty
oundation recently selected Mike for a Magis award in recognition of his exemplary patient
are. I couldn’t be prouder. I point at his picture in our medical center gallery of honored
mployees with pride, “He’s my partner.”

All of my orthopedic practice partners at Loyola have taught me the value of teamwork and
onesty—the best way that I know to solve problems. Together, our efforts are magnified.
Our spouses are unquestionably our most important partners. She or he will see your behavior

ith unflinching clarity. Your spouse can keep you grounded. If you are fortunate, as I am, your
pouse will help you understand when your life is out of balance; when the stress of work is
rustrating your attempt to be a complete person whose values are reflected with consistency
hrough personal and professional activities.

The ASSH council is a great partnership of bright, highly insightful surgeons of good will
ho consistently see things differently. Council members devote themselves to discussion of
ega issues: subjects of import to the future of this organization. I have learned to treasure the

iscussion: it inevitably tills fertile soil; unearthing insights none of us could have had alone.
nce we come to a decision, we set aside individual stances and come together to support the
ecision as one.
As your president, I have had the privilege of working with a superb central office staff. Mark

nderson is a strategic leader who gives new meaning to the word partner. He has guided our
ouncil to focus on our future rather than dwelling on administrivia. Angie Legaspi, our meeting
lanner, is a dynamo who partners with annual meeting chairs to deliver the high-quality
xperience that brings members back to our meeting each year. The ASSH staff work with
xtraordinary dedication to advance our mission.

What kind of relationship should the ASSH have with other organizations? As an organi-
ation of 2400 physicians we are more powerful when we find common cause with other
roups. The mission of the American Association for Hand Surgery is complementary to ours.
lthough our membership criteria and the focus of our meetings differ, we gain by working

ogether to advance the cause of hand surgery. The American Academy of Orthopaedic
urgeons (AAOS) and American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS) assist our efforts to obtain
ppropriate codes for hand surgery procedures. These relationships will make it possible for us
o be at the table when decisions are made about important issues such as pay for performance.

The ASHT shares our passion for superior care of hand-injured or compromised patients.
his year we’ve taken our partnership further than ever before with all sessions open to all
ttendees. Recognize that there will be a new give and take. Partners have differences, they are
ot identical. Here’s but one example: the ASSH council recently reaffirmed our belief that

redible evidence of the causation of repetitive stress disorders is lacking. Yet, the ASHT held
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Terry R. Light / Partnerships and Innovations 1259
precourse on “A new technique for treatment of computer-related repetitive stress syndrome.”
et us suspend disbelief long enough to learn from one another about this and other contro-
ersial topics.
It’s easy to say that we will partner. In putting together this meeting we have learned that its

ot as easy as it looks; our histories, organizational culture, and expectations of our members
re different. I believe that it is worth the effort and I salute ASHT President Donna Breger
tanton for leading the process with enthusiasm, optimism, and the highest degree of profes-
ionalism. The ASSH and ASHT will continue to explore opportunities to partner on future
eetings, courses, publications, and products.
As surgeons we each recognize the immense value of the therapists who care for our patients.

hey are the voices that whisper in our ear to tell us of noncompliant patients, failed tendon
epairs, and extraordinary patient dedication. In an era littered with attempts to define success
nd outcomes, it is the wise hand surgeon who listens carefully to the hand therapist. They know
he score. The partnership depends on our providing critical information to the therapist. How
trong was the tendon repair? How secure is the internal fixation? How compliant was this
atient after prior surgery? We serve our patients best when there is a true partnership between
urgeon and therapist.

Other partners vital to our practices include our nursing and office staff—first line providers
f care and information for our patients. I am particularly fortunate to have a special partnership
ith my experienced nurse colleague, Terry Koepke, and my invaluable administrative assis-

ant, Sandy Donnelly.
I believe that one’s professional life has a potential to enrich one’s personal life. I have been

ncommonly fortunate to have established 2 very special partnerships within the world of hand
urgery.

At the 1986 Tokyo International Federation of Societies for Surgery of the Hand (IFSSH)
eeting I listened to fascinating reports from a diminutive Japanese hand surgeon, Toshihiko
gino. We struck up a conversation based upon our mutual interest in kids’ hand disorders.
oshi visited my family in Chicago that fall. We became great friends as I taught him how to
alculate and leave a proper tip in an American restaurant. He taught me the proper etiquette
t a Japanese bath house where male modestly is tactfully preserved by a single strategically
ositioned washcloth. Toshi and I have performed surgery together in China and in Lithuania.
ver the past 20 years we have met in Japan, Israel, Australia, England, Finland, France,
rgentina, and Germany. Toshi’s wife, Tomoko, and my wife, Holly, have become good

riends, communicating by e-mail, holiday cards, and annual visits. Our lives have been
mmeasurably enriched by our friendship, grounded in our shared clinical passion.

I have been fortunate to have partnered with a generation of younger orthopedic and plastic
urgeons in Lithuania. In the early 1990s a group of surgeons and nurses from our Chicago
hriners Hospital began annual visits to Vilnius, Lithuania. Although the Soviet era infrastruc-

ure was crumbling the young surgeons were eager to advance their knowledge and skills. When
resident in plastic surgery showed an interest in kids’ hand surgery and an ability to translate
ithuanian, Polish, and Russian into English my friendship with Darius Radzavicius was born.
ver the years our friendship has deepened. His skills as a hand surgeon, plastic surgeon, and
icrosurgeon have matured. He now provides state-of-the-art care for children with the full

pectrum of hand deformities. I am thrilled that Darius is a new ASSH International Member
nd the current president of the Lithuanian Society for Surgery of the Hand.

I urge you to consider volunteering overseas. You have much to teach. Our volunteer services
rogram will help match your interest with an opportunity to serve. I guarantee that you will
ome home tired from the work, weary from the travel, yet energized by the experience.

Of course, the most precious of our professional partnerships is with our patients. My patients
ave taught me much. One of my former patients sustained a degloving amputation of his
ominant thumb. He was 60 years old with pre-existent systemic disease. His clinical course

as rocky. He required multiple procedures, suffered complications, required revisions, and,
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ltimately, became so depressed that we obtained psychiatric consultation and intervention.
fter a year I believed that his physical reconstruction was complete and declared that he had

eached maximum medical improvement. I was nervous about suggesting that the time had
ome for him to return to work. Inevitably, return to the workplace creates stress after a lengthy
bsence. Someone else is doing my patient’s job, he may have fears about working in the shop
here his injury occurred, and may have become comfortable watching Oprah. When I handed
im the work release his wife opened her purse. She said that they had been looking forward
o this day and presented me a gold lapel pin. The hand-shaped pin that they had crafted for me
s a celebration of our partnership. I wear it with gratitude for the lesson that this family taught
e: invest in your patients and the rewards will be incalculable.
What then characterizes an effective partnership? Partners aren’t necessarily equal—they

ach bring different capabilities or skills to the relationship. An effective partnership creates
alue that exceeds the efforts of the 2 individuals alone. Partners must, at the core, respect the
alue that the other partner brings to the game. Your partner doesn’t need to be your best friend,
ut it is essential that you trust one another. Partners share goals that are more readily
ccomplished together. Who are your partners in your practice? How often do you acknowledge
ow vital they are to your success? Take a moment when you return home to thank your
artners.
Our future partners are in medical school, college, and high school today. We should begin

o engage their interest now. First-year medical students are fascinated by the anatomy of the
and. The experience of pulling on a cadaver flexor tendon and seeing the finger bend is an “ah
a” moment that few forget. I am thrilled that our “Lend a Hand” project is gaining momentum.
his year, hand surgeons are participating in hand dissection laboratories at medical schools

hroughout the United States, potentially influencing thousands of medical students. I believe
hat if a hand surgeon can make contact with every medical student in this nation across the
issecting table we will solidify the place of hand surgery in the minds of the next generation
nd will inspire a select group to pursue this lifetime calling.

Twenty Society members under Patricia Howson’s and Miguel Saldana’s leadership served
s guides to this year’s ASSH meeting for 20 San Antonio high school students from the
edical career preparation program at the Mexican American Political Alliance.
When my mother moved a couple of years ago she de-accessioned many boxes of my old

cout uniforms and school projects. I was surprised when I paged through a high school biology
eport. It featured 2 stories clipped from Time magazine. The first was about a young man,
verett Knowles, whose severed arm had been miraculously reattached by a team of surgeons
t Massachusetts General Hospital.

The second article included a photograph of an inventive young hand surgeon at the
niversity of Iowa. Dr. Adrian Flatt had developed a metal knuckle for use in metacarpopha-

angeal joints of patients with rheumatoid arthritis. Looking at that old school project I was
tunned to think that the seeds of my interest in hand surgery had been planted years before my
rthopedic residency. What attracted me to these articles? I suspect that it was the excitement
f innovation.
Many have blamed the fluctuation of interest in hand surgery among orthopedic residents on

hifting reimbursement rates. Although our residents are not immune to market forces I believe
hat trainees are attracted to innovation. Innovation is a powerful force shaping their career
ecisions. In the 1970s hand surgery was hot with exciting microsurgical innovation, in the
980s it was total joint replacement, in the 1990s it was sports medicine. Currently, shoulder
urgery and spine surgery are particularly popular. Microsurgery, a miracle in the 1970s, has
imply become a technical tool necessary for the practice of our specialty today.

Innovation captures the imagination of young and old alike. The growth of the field of hand
urgery has been the result of innovative surgeons and therapists in search of improvements in

atient outcome. Today, there are new opportunities, incentives, and barriers to the surgeon
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nnovator. Our success, as a specialty, will depend upon our ability to continue to innovate in
he techniques and tools that we use to improve the lives of our patients.

We have witnessed the rapid evolution of distal radius fracture fixation. Ten years ago most
f us felt comfortable with K-wires, external fixation, or dorsal plating of complex fractures of
he distal radius. John Agee’s innovative Wrist Jack (Hand Biomechanics Lab, Sacramento,
A) external fixator was a major advance. A few surgeons remained unsatisfied. The dorsal

urface of the radius was the compression side of the fracture, a logical location for supporting
raft and a plate. It made no sense to place a plate palmarward because surely even the most
erfectly reduced fracture would recollapse into the dorsal void. Quite surprisingly, some truly
ense, uninformed surgeons doubted the classic wisdom and had the audacity to apply a plate
almarly in treatment of a fracture with dorsal comminution. Rumors of success were whis-
ered in the hallway of this meeting but to the would-be wise it was just another dumb idea.
When I heard Mark Clawson and Peter Stern describe their clinical experience with simple

almar plates I wondered what they were thinking. The x-rays they showed were intriguing—a
late on the tension side was reducing the fracture and holding it secure enough that it healed
ithout dorsal collapse. That can’t be. Hmm . . . maybe what I know to be true, isn’t. This was

n exciting thought. At about the same time the AO introduced the first screws that locked into
lates, an outgrowth of their fixateur interne project. These 2 innovations have been merged
ith the real-life experience of surgeons to produce the myriad of distal radius palmar plates

vailable on the exhibit floor of this meeting. We now routinely fix what we thought were
nfixable distal radius fractures. Our patients are the beneficiaries.
Not all innovation involves an implant. Innovation is more than designing a new widget.

nnovators are stimulated by problems—they are not content with the conventional solutions
nd keep pushing the therapeutic envelope.

During my residency and hand fellowship I had the privilege of working with a surgeon
nnovator, Kirk Watson. Kirk carefully examines a problem, disregards conventional wisdom,
nd then devises a logical surgical approach. When a patient consistently complained of
ocalized pain Kirk would consider the anatomy and surgically explore the region. Time and
gain he found anatomic abnormalities that explained his patient’s pain. He used available tools
o develop solutions such as intercarpal fusion to logically address his patients’ maladies. Kirk
s unconventional. He marches to a different drummer and speaks in tongues. He has fought
ith journal editors to add saddle syndrome, supernumerary muscle belly syndrome, triscaphe,

nd SLAC wrist to our lexicon.
Twenty-eight years ago when my co-hand fellow Chuck Cuono and I drove with Kirk to a
eeting of the august New York Hand Society we had to persuade him not to use the word

avicular to refer to a bone in the wrist. Kirk loved to call arthrodesis of the trapezium-
avicular-trapezoid the TNT fusion. He said it was a dynamite surgery! A sign for the
riborough Bridge led to a group free-association and the nonsense word triscaphe was born.
hat night, Kirk repeatedly used the word triscaphe in his talk. Chuck and I could barely stifle
ur laughter. The audience was filled with hand surgery luminaries. Finally one was bold
nough to ask “Kirk can you remind me of the definition of triscaphe?” “Sure,” answered Kirk,
that’s the term that we have used for some time (an hour) to describe the trapezium-trapezoid-
caphoid articulation.” The audience members all nodded, as though surprised that one of their
umber would be so ignorant of this basic nomenclature. Kirk taught me the value of creativity
nd boldness. Many patients around the world have benefited from his imaginative approach to
and surgery.
Our International Guest Lecturer, Simo Vilkki, from Finland will explore the process he

ollowed in evolving innovative uses for microsurgery in the management of congenital limb
nomalies. You will learn that Simo considered the results of conventional treatment of radial
eficiency to be unsatisfactory. His approach to innovation is more methodic, yet in many ways
ore radical than Kirk’s. He doesn’t have an implant to sell—just ideas. He has combined
echniques, distraction lengthening, and microsurgery to solve long-standing clinical problems
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n a new, creative fashion. He will help us understand the ethical dilemmas and obligations that
nnovators face in performing new procedures, particularly when they involve growing children.

We are schizophrenic in our treatment of innovators, simultaneously praising and doubting
hem. At this meeting we will meticulously identify corporate sponsorship of scientific work,
nd hands-on training sessions. We insist on full disclosure and place a black asterisk in the
rogram next to the name of those who have a relationship.
Please understand that presenters with relationships are often the very innovators that we

hould admire for their courage and creativity. In many cases they deserve a gold star of thanks
or their work in advancing our specialty. With full disclosure you can judge for yourself.

Our innate conservatism is grounded in our pledge to “first do no harm.” We look at new
pproaches with skepticism. If you perform surgery for conditions that others treat nonsurgi-
ally you may be accused of performing unindicated surgery. You will need to fill out lots of
orms and submit them to an institutional review board. If you are the surgeon inventor some
ill doubt your results until they can be duplicated by others. We must move the profession

head in a manner that is responsible and anticipates and balances risk. We have structured this
eeting to hear from the innovators in our midst.
One might think that innovation is necessarily the product of a single idea guy or an

ntrepreneur. This is hardly the case. The Swiss AO frequently brings international work groups
ogether to develop new products. American implant companies often hold focus groups and
nterview users. How do the professionals do it in other fields?

IDEO is a Palo Alto-based company that sells innovation to leading corporations. They are
esponsible for developing the Apple Mouse, the Palm V, the Heartstream defibrillator, and
undreds of other cutting-edge products. How do they consistently achieve success? They
ssemble teams of individuals with diverse talents who enjoy thinking outside the box. Team
embers relentlessly explore the problem from multiple perspectives. They observe people in

eal life using the current product and question them to find out what works and what is lacking.
hen they brainstorm to develop new concepts. They develop a prototype, seek feedback,
odify the prototype, and ultimately create a product that will be brought to the market place.
he IDEO folks encourage creativity by recording all ideas and eliciting lots of ideas without
rematurely passing judgment. It was Linus Pauling who said “The best way to get a good idea
s to get a lot of ideas.” At IDEO, ideas are king and everyone’s ideas have equal value to the
roup. They believe that hierarchy is the enemy of creativity. They embrace failure as a
owerful signpost pointing the way to ultimate success. They believe that the more often they
ail the sooner they will find the ideal solution.

Federal Express is an innovative company founded on a simple idea: bring all the packages
o Memphis in the middle of the night and deliver them by 10:30 the next morning. Their
uccess is the result of more than a new idea; it is the result of relentless pursuit of execution
f the idea in a culture that embraces change at every layer. They believe that their edge is in
nnovating at a rate faster than the world is changing.

The question then is how can the ASSH learn from innovators inside and outside the world
f hand surgery to move our profession in exciting directions? How can we provide the
reenhouse for ideas to germinate, take root, and grow? Over the next few days we will give
ou a full dose of inspiration and some mature and immature ideas through our innovation
ymposia. This meeting is a great marketplace for anyone shopping for lots of ideas. Instruc-
ional Course faculty will devote time in each course to considering the question, “What’s next?

hat innovation is needed to move patient care ahead?” My hope is that a young woman or
an in the audience will be unsatisfied with our current solutions and will vow to advance our

apabilities.
We want to shorten the innovation:feedback cycle by moving the due date for ASSH

bstracts closer to the time of presentation. Our traditional 11-month lead time between abstract
ubmission and presentation ensures that much of what is presented is old news. Next year we

ill shorten the interval to 7 months. If we are serious about driving the innovation process our
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imeline must continue to be shortened. It is a logistic challenge that we are determined to
ackle.

Can we bring hand surgeons together to innovate? I believe so. We have seen the power of
SSH work groups in recent years. The Essentials of Hand Surgery work group, the Crucial
lements work group, the 20/20 Vision task force, and the young leaders group all were
uccessful because committed Hand Society members were willing to bring their creativity and
ard work to a busy weekend in Rosemont. The council is exploring ways to jumpstart the
nnovation process.

What kinds of issues should we tackle over the next 15 years? I should get only one vote but
ere are a couple of my suggestions:
We would all agree that some patients respond differently to a surgical procedure than others

o. Some hands remain supple, form innocuous scar, and star in our postoperative videos.
thers respond to the same surgery with fat, swollen, stiff fingers and thick unyielding scar.
hey test the skills of our best therapists and never get their pictures in our journals. I believe

hat we should be able to predict the biologic response of individual patients so that we
an tailor their intraoperative and postoperative care to their individual collagen biology.
erhaps the first office visit for any hand patient should include a comprehensive collagen-
rofile study.
We should be able to fix injuries, be they bone or soft tissue, so securely that early

nprotected active range of motion is possible for all of our patients. Patients can’t believe that
e perform surgery to fix something and then place them in a cast for it to heal. Imagine if you

ook your car in to have it fixed, paid the bill, and a flat-bed truck dropped the car in front of
our house with a note that told you not to drive it faster than 10 miles an hour for the first
onth. We need to do better.
I am certain that each hand surgeon and therapist could add to our list of problems awaiting

nnovative remedies. We need to define an agenda, bring together interested folks with diverse
ackgrounds, and brainstorm our way to innovation! Peer-reviewed articles remain the heart of
ur meeting but don’t underestimate the value of hallway conversations that define important
roblems nor the insight to be gained from creative brainstorming with a colleague over a beer.
I am particularly grateful to partners Mark Cohen, Scott Kozin, Dorit Aaron, and Barbara
inthrop Rose for having crafted a meeting to awaken the innovator in each of us.
I love being a member of this Society. Since I was born the year that Sterling Bunnell

oncluded his term as our first president I have treasured the opportunity in my 59th year to
erve as your 59th President. This is a magnificent organization filled with wonderful individ-
als whom I enjoy calling partner.
The practice of hand surgery is a privilege that I treasure. We face substantial challenges. We

ave the partnerships, creativity, and enthusiasm that promise that we can address our chal-
enges effectively on behalf of those that we serve, our patients.
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